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SEOJU ENGINEERING established in 1992 has been one of the leading companies in
South Korea dedicated to designing, engineering, building, manufacturing and installing
elaborate food processing machinery as a complete line, unit and part thereof for various
types of snack foods and noodles more than thirty years.

Having been in industrial food processing business field for long time, we have reinforced
required manpower with greatly well-experienced managers, outstanding engineers and
well-trained technicians with long working experience as well. As a result, we have seen
our overseas sales to Japan, almost all the South East Asian Countries, China, and Russia
rapidly growing along with our domestic sales enjoying good reputation from our
customers.

As a professional food machinery manufacturer, we are focusing on making a great deal of
continual investment in research and development for new cutting edge technologies and
improvements in order to meet our customers’ requirement, especially for less labored
productivity, cost saving and quality final product. The entire staff of SEOJU ENGINEERING
including R&D center are committed ourselves to provide latest technology of the food
processing machinery for valuable customers.

 About us

Quality Food Processing  Machinery  Since 1992



 Machinery Manufacturing Business Scope

Enhancing customer satisfaction with improved services

designed to plan, engineer, build, integrate and deploy

required food processing machinery

small scale machines and system such as

pilot noodle plant, continuous vacuum fryer,

vacuum mixer for research and development

purpose.

R & D

flaking mill, hot air dryer, shaker dryer, fluid-

bed drying & roasting machine, noodle dryer,

snack roaster, heat exchanger, oil filtration

system and etc.

Misc.

complete noodle production system and

parts thereof for most noodles such as instant

cup and bag noodles, fresh noodles, dried

noodles and boiled noodles.

Noodles

complete snack production system and

parts thereof for wide range of snacks such

as potato chips, prawn crackers, cereal bar,

extruded snack and etc.

Snacks



Our factory developing and updating devices and parts is dedicated place to 
meet customers’ special demands.

POTATO CHIP & SNACK EQUIPMENT

INSTANT NOODLE EQUIPMENT

NOUGAT, CARAMEL & CEREAL BAR EQUIPMENT

EXTRUDER, DRYER, FLUID BED  EQUIPMENT

 Our Factory



We provide optimized installation at customers’ site.

 Customers’ Production Site
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